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                CHE 300 Milestone One Guidelines and Rubric   Overview: When creating a learning object to use to reach an audience, it is important to use credible sources. These credible sources will ensure the  information you provide to your community is accurate and up -to-date.   Prompt: For Milestone One, you will gather the sources you plan to use to create your newsletter. You will create a References section to include with your  annotated newsletter.   Specifically , the following critical elements must be addressed: A. Employ accurate, credible , up -to-date information as appropriate in your newsletter.   B. Correctly cite the credible sources of your health information to ensure that the information in your newsletter will be taken seriously and you are not  plagiarizing (w hich could impede the dissemination of your information to your target audience). Note: Use the version of the APA style that you have  us ed throughout your course.   C. Include at least five sources and at least four of those resources need to be peer -reviewed .   Guidelines for Submission: Submit a References page in APA format. This will be a Word document that includes the five credible sources you will use in your  final project newsletter. Critical Elements  Exemplary (100%)  Proficient (85%)  Needs Improvement (55%)  Not Evident (0%)  Value   Newsletter: Sources  Meets “Proficient” criteria and the use of resources demonstrate keen insight into how to incorporate accurate community health information into education materials  Employs accurate, credible, up - to-date information  appropriately  Employs accurate inf ormation  either inappropriately or that is  outdated or not credible  Does not employ accurate information  75  Newsletter: Citations   Correctly cites sources to ensure appropriate dissemination of information  Cites sources to ensure appropria te dissemination of  information but citations are  incorrect  Does not cite sources  25  Total  100 %            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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